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Your body regenerates and rebuilds itself 
continuously – this process is what your cells 
are designed to do and they do best: 
regenerate and ‘grow’ new cells, organs, skin, 
hair, etc.  
 
New matter is created from nutrients 
(vitamins, minerals, protein) in food in the 
intestinal tract that are absorbed through the 
intestinal wall into the bloodstream where 
they are distributed throughout the body, 
and used as needed, according to the body 
regeneration schedule: 
 
120 Days - NEW Red Blood Cells 
90 Days - NEW Skeleton 
60 Days - NEW Brain Cells, Tissue 
49 Days - NEW Bladder 
45 Days - NEW Liver  
45 Days - NEW DNA Cell Material 
30 Days - NEW Hair - NEW Skin 
5 Days - NEW Stomach Lining 
60 Days - New Brain Matter 
90 days - New Skeleton 
and so on … 
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AT THIS POINT THE NATURAL QUESTION IS: 
 
If we do regenerate non-stop, all the time, why 
don’t we then just stay young, vibrant and 
healthy? 
 
THE ANSWER: Because every new cell is a copy 
of the one before with a little less vitality. Over 
time, this results in the so-called aging.  
 
WHY LESS VITALITY? 
Because your cells swim in water, which is what 
you are made of, the amount of which depends on 
your age – 75% to 90%. Little by little, this water 
becomes polluted and no longer provides the 
necessary medium for your cells to operate at 
their optimal.  
 
Over 99% of all chemical reactions in the cell are 
facilitated by water. It becomes evident then, that 
in terms of cell regeneration and rejuvenation, 
one has to, first and foremost, take care of the 
medium in which cells swim – WATER. But the 
water we are talking about is not the water as you 
know it. It isn’t tap or mineral water.  
  
 

Your cells are likened to a fish in a fish bowl. What happens to the fish if 
you don’t keep the fish supplied with clean, purified water – free of 
pollutants, pass through drugs, chlorine, fluoride and other poisonous 
substances we see in all types of drinking water these days?  The fish, like 
your cells, would get sick and probably die…  
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Our body contains approximately 50 trillion cells. The water that 
sustains them is called clustered water. Unlike tap water, rain or 
mineral water, Clustered Water has a particular characteristic 
which allows it to pass freely through cell walls, delivering 
oxygen, nutrients, protein chains, and enzymes and it removes 
the toxic build-up that accumulates in the cell.  The efficiency and 
speed of Clustered Water is due to the design and shape of the 
water molecules and the design and shape of the cell itself. Small 
water clusters fit into and through the hexagonal channels in the 
cell membrane and inside the cell.  
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Research has shown that the lack of this specific form of water is 
responsible for cellular aging and cellular problems. When we are 
young, our bodies are full of clustered water. As we grow older, 
our clustered water becomes physically bound to other molecular 
structures and becomes unable to move freely through the cell 
walls.  
 
In the human body, there are two basic types of water (bio-
water): Bound water and Clustered water. Clustered water is able 
to move freely through the cell walls and is necessary to transport 
nutrients, remove waste, and maintain proper communication 
between the cells. Bound water, on the other hand, is water that 
becomes physically bound to other molecular structures and is 
unable to move freely through the cell walls. When we are young, 
our bodies contain a high level of clustered water and very little 
bound water.  
 
However, as we age, bound water becomes more predominant 
and clustered water levels decrease, hindering the effectiveness of 
literally thousands of metabolic functions and causing significant 
structural changes in our body’s tissues. 
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Dr. Alexis Carrel, the scientist who won 
the Nobel Prize for keeping the cells of a 
chicken heart alive for 34 years stated: 
 
 
”The cell is immortal. It is merely the 
fluid (water) in which it floats that 
degenerates. Renew this fluid at 
intervals, give the cells what they require 
for nutrition and, as far as we know, the 
pulsation of life may go on forever."  

That's a potent statement. Stop for a 
moment and contemplate what is being 
said. If the water in the cells is renewed 
properly cellular life as we know it is 
immortal. 
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"Since the molecular 
structure of water is the 
essence of all life, the man 
who can control that 
structure in his cellular 
systems will change the 
world  … " 
 
- Dr. Albert Szent-Györgyi 
 
 
 

   

We are able to think, run, work and play because of all the remarkable tasks our cells 
perform. From the day you are born, truckloads of nutrients and vital compounds, 
such as oxygen, are being delivered to each of your cells. Each cell uses the delivered 
nutrients to deliver, for instance, energy for you to use. Waste and byproducts must 
be separated and disposed of. And what delivers needed nutrients to the cells, and 
what manages the production of energy, and what removes the waste? WATER! And 
the water that performs these tasks most efficiently and with the greatest speed is 
clustered, structured water. 
 
 
The efficiency and speed of Clustered water is due to the design and shape of the 
water molecules and the design shape of the cell itself. Small hexagonal water 
clusters, fit into and through the hexagonal channels in the cell membrane and inside 
the cell.  
 
Again, when we are young, we have high concentrations of this highly structured 
water. As we grow older and as we are subjected to stress, contaminants, free 
radicals, air pollution, etc., we actually begin to dehydrate (thus those wrinkles). At 
the same time, our God-given geometric cell water begins to destabilize. It loses its 
efficient shape, and unwelcome compounds become bound to the water molecules. 
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Much of the water in a healthy human body is in a liquid 
crystalline state (structured \ clustered water). Many 
components of the body are also considered to be liquid 
crystals, including collagen and cell membranes. These 
tissues work cooperatively with water to create an 
informational network that reaches every cell. The liquid 
crystalline organization of water accounts for the near 
instantaneous transfer of signals and other biological 
information. 
 
We have been aware for some time that a healthy cell is surrounded 
by liquid crystalline water. This water is responsible for the DNA’s 
stability. Crystalline water is also responsible for supporting the 
electromagnetic field surrounding DNA. As water loses its structure, 
the integrity of the DNA is often compromised. Youthful cells, 
surrounded by structured \ clustered water, have a much stronger 
electromagnetic field. Given this information, it is easy to 
understand why Clustered? Water is the key to life and why it is also 
the key to rejuvenation and longevity. 
 
Perhaps the most important ingredient within us is the fluid that 
bathes each cell—known as extracellular fluid. Every cell in the body 
is connected through this fluid. It is the medium through which 
nutrients flow and through which signals are transmitted. 
 
When the extracellular fluid deviates from its original structured 
composition, deficient genes become activated and disease steps in. 
Extracellular fluid is the immediate environment surrounding every 
cell in our bodies. When the extracellular fluid is optimally 
maintained, cells can function perfectly for a very long time. When 
water in our body is restored and maintained to its original 
structured composition, every cell, every organ, and every tissue 
functions as it was designed.  
 
 
WITH THE NuCell™ PROGRAM,  
YOU CAN CONTINUALLY ADAPT AND UPGRADE 
YOURSELF … 
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THE NuCell™ PROGRAM 
 
Currently, the trillions of cells of which you are made, have a short 
life span, they constantly renew themselves through birth and 
dying. They also reproduce themselves by copying the 
electromagnetic signature of the previous ones. 
 
THE NuCell™ PROGRAM, THROUGH EXCHANGING THE 
EXISITNG BIOWATER IN YOUR BODY WITH A NEW 
STRUCTURED AND COMPLETELY FREE OF ‘AGED’ WATER, 
LITERALLY ALLOWS YOUR CELLS TO REPRODUCE ANEW 
AND EXTEND THEIR LIFESPAN.  
 
THIS IS A THREE PHASE PROGRAM, EACH TAKING 7 DAYS TO 
COMPLETE: 
 
PHASE 1. ELIMINATION 
Without a complete elimination of polluted fluids in your body, Rejuvenation 
and New Tissue Rebuilding is not possible. You will receive step-by-step 
instructions about this process prior to your arrival at any of our Retreats. 
 
PHASE 2. RESTRUCTURE 
Introduce\ rebuild the structured water into the body, so the process of 
Complete Regeneration starts. This is perhaps the most crucial part of the 
Program. We will spend this time together, at any of our Retreats to 
Restructure the Water content of your body. 
 
PHASE 3. MAINTENANCE 
We guide you in how  to maintain the water in your body as highly structured, 
unpolluted without major life style changes. You will receive a booklet with 
suggestions and guidelines about Body Maintenance. 
 
 
For additional information, visit our website or contact  
Albina Fabiani: 
 
 
enquiry@nucell.info 
www.nucell.technology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

  
  


